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Annexure A 

Description of service 

1 General 

1.1 The cane railway (railway) infrastructure in the Herbert for the transportation of 

cane to the Victoria and Macknade mills and for transportation of raw sugar to 

the shipping port at Lucinda near Ingham has developed progressively over 

more than a century. 

1.2 The railway network comprises approximately: 

(a) 321.6 kilometres of main and branch lines; 

(b) 141.2 kilometres of siding lines; and 

(c) 41.8 kilometres of yard track and passing loops. 

1.3 A detailed map depicting the railway network is contained in Appendix 1 to this 

submission.  

1.4 As the Herbert District is in the wet tropics, major bridging and culvert 

structures are required to meet the natural and formed waterways throughout 

the network.  There are over 100 bridges, floodway sections and culvert 

structures in the railway network. 

1.5 In 2009 the railway was used by Sucrogen to transport between approximately 

31,000 and 34,000 tonnes of cane per day during the cane season for crushing 

at its mills.
86

 

2 History and ownership 

2.1 Construction of the railway network was commenced in the late 19
th
 century. 

2.2 Sucrogen’s records on capital expenditure, dates of construction and funding 

sources are incomplete.  However, Appendix 2 to this submission is a copy of 

a Memorandum of Agreement executed in 1930 by which Sucrogen’s 

predecessor in title acquired title to certain tramway lines and rights-of-way 

from the local shire council.  The tramway lines and rights-of-way purchased 

from the Hinchinbrook Shire Council in 1930 are the foundation rights on which 

significant parts of Sucrogen’s current railway network are based.   

2.3 Over time the railway network has been expanded and enhanced so that 

today, it is constructed over a multitude of land parcels owned by various 

landholders including Sucrogen and cane suppliers.   

                                                   

86
  The cane season is discussed in detail in Annexure B. 
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2.4 Some relevant land tenure facts relating to the cane railway include: 

(a) Sucrogen holds approximately 100 freehold parcels over which 

various sections of the network are built; 

(b) Sucrogen holds seven special crown leases; 

(c) there are numerous waterway crossings over which Sucrogen holds 

no formal tenure; 

(d) there are approximately 370 separate road crossings and traverses;  

(e) there are 6 crossings over Queensland Rail tracks;  

(f) Sucrogen holds approximately 350 access rights or easements under 

the Sugar Industry Act 1999 (Qld).  (A detailed discussion of the rights 

and restrictions affecting these easements is set out in sections 4 and 

7.43 to 7.48 of Sucrogen’s submission); 

(g) Sucrogen holds approximately 130 land parcels under leases and 

registered easements;
87

 

(h) Sucrogen has unregistered agreements for use of land for purposes 

associated with its railway affecting 4 parcels of land; 

(i) there are 22 land parcels on which the main line is constructed and 

over which Sucrogen does not have formal tenure
88

; and 

(j) numerous ―old‖ sidings exist where Sucrogen has no record of tenure 

or records showing the basis upon which construction of the rail 

network was permitted. 

3 Main Line and Branch Line Trackwork 

3.1 There are approximately 322 kilometres of main line and branch line 

trackworks in use in the Herbert District. 

3.2 The track consists of concrete sleepers (at a spacing of about 610mms) to 

each of which are fastened lengths of steel rails to form panels at a gauge of 

610mms.  The track is therefore narrow gauge track. 

3.3 Flooding remains a major cause of track damage requiring frequent large 

investments in restoration and protection works. 

4 Passing Loops and Mill Yards 

4.1 Dedicated passing loops and mill storage yards make up 42 kilometres of 

track. 

4.2 Their construct is generally to the standard of adjacent main line trackwork. 

                                                   

87
  Sucrogen estimates that approximately 10 of these leases have recently expired.  

88
  This includes the expired leases referred to in the preceding footnote and 3 line deviations 

completed in the past year. 
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4.3 Dedicated passing loops are provided at 6 locations in the network.  

Unfortunately, they are not always ideally located to match highly variable crop 

and harvesting factors applicable from year to year and during the course of a 

cane harvesting season.  Consequently, waiting times at passing loops are a 

significant issue. 

4.4 Mill yards are adequate but constrained by available land.  Separate yards are 

set aside for cane and sugar operations. 

4.5 The Macknade Mill yard is semi-automated for feeding into the mill tipping 

station however, considerable shunting is required to get cane into the yard 

lines. 

4.6 At the Victoria Mill 2 full time locos and a yard controller operate to control 

movement of bins to and from the mill tipping stations.  The yard controllers 

also aid operating locos in preparing and moving their loads and brake vans. 

5 Road crossings 

5.1 While loco movements have right of way at road crossings, precautions must 

be observed to protect the public.  There is significant investment in flashing 

light protections as well as 2 grade separations where the cane railway goes 

under the roads. 

5.2 There are 33 state declared road crossings on the network, with 30 protected 

by flashing lights. 

5.3 There are over 100 Shire road crossings of which 10 have flashing light 

protection, whilst the others have standard traffic signage. 

6 Civil and other services 

6.1 As sugarcane is a perishable crop and the harvesting season is limited in time 

each year, Sucrogen operates a comprehensive maintenance and track repair 

service available to respond at any time of the day. 

6.2 The maintenance teams are appropriately equipped and skilled to deal with 

derailments, track repairs, flashing light repairs, loco and brake van repairs and 

repairs to radio communication systems. 

7 Rolling stock 

7.1 Sucrogen provides an operational schedule (adjusted daily) for the running of 

24 locos on a 24/7 basis for the duration of the limited cane harvesting season 

so as to ensure continuous supply of cane into its two mills. 

7.2 Locos run out empty bins to sidings where they are filled by harvesting groups 

(usually) servicing a number of farms and return full bins to the Mills for 

crushing as part of a continuous crushing schedule during the cane harvest 

season. 

7.3 Wherever logistically possible, loco runs (train paths) are selected each day 

during the harvesting season so that contiguous sections of line are used to 

minimise the need for locos to pass each other and so as to service 
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operationally ―adjacent‖ harvesting groups.
89

  This is done for efficiency 

reasons and to ensure that delays between harvesting and crushing are kept to 

a minimum. 

7.4 All locos are directed in their operations by running slips and two-way radio 

communications to relay schedule changes and train clearance requirements.  

Radio communications utilise two designated frequencies , with a third 

available for loco to driver assistant communications. 

7.5 Sucrogen rolling stock used in its round-the-clock operational traffic plan during 

the crushing season comprises: 

(a) 5–40 tonne locos—all equipped with brake vans 

(b) 1–27 tonne loco— equipped with brake vans 

(c) 8 – 24 tonne locos – all equipped with brake vans  

(d) 8–18 tonne locos—1 equipped with brake van and 1 spare loco. 

7.6 Typically, 20 locos work on cane servicing and 2 on sugar hauling to the 

Lucinda Bulk Sugar Terminal. 

7.7 Importantly, during the cane crushing season, all locos are scheduled to work 

the day light hours (0600 – 1600 hours) and 14 work the night shift (22.00 – 

0600 hours). 

7.8 Two 18 tonne locos are employed on all shifts to work within the Victoria Mill 

yards to move full and empty bins to and from the 2 tipping stations. 

7.9 Sucrogen provides 4 tonne, 8 tonne and 11 tonne bins for use by farmers.  

There are currently over 7600 bin units in use in the Herbert.   

 

                                                   

89
  A full description of the harvesting, collection and crushing operations employed by Sucrogen is 

contained in Annexure B. 




